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Module	  19106	  Exam	  
Installing	  Fiberglass	  Pipe	  Insulation	  

Trainee	  Name:	  _________________________________________________________________	  

Social	  Security	  Number:	  _________________________________	  	  	  Date:	  __________________	  

MULTIPLE	  CHOICE.	  Choose	  the	  one	  alternative	  that	  best	  completes	  the	  statement	  or	  answers	  the	  question.	  

1. Which of the following is a form of fiberglass mechanical insulation?
a. Loose fill
b. Molded
c. Injected
d. Sculpted

2. A sizing of 2" CTS x 1 designates _____.
a. 2" of insulation of a 1" CTS pipe
b. 1" of insulation on a 2" CTS pipe
c. 1 layer of 2" insulation on CTS pipe
d. 1 insulation layer on a 2" CTS pipe

3. Which of the following statements about ASJ is true?
a. ASJ is only used to protect fiberglass insulation during shipping.
b. ASJ should be removed after the insulation is successfully installed.
c. ASJ should be punctured in a pattern to allow the insulation to breathe.
d. ASJ acts as a vapor retarder to help prevent condensation.

4. The unit of measure that defines a vapor retarder’s effectiveness is the _____.
a. breathing unit
b. blocking unit
c. perm
d. pass

5. Chilled water pipes should be _____.
a. kept above ambient temperature
b. painted to help prevent corrosion
c. insulated to prevent harm to personnel
d. insulated to help prevent condensation

6. The break in insulation where two sections butt against each other is called a _____.
a. tangential joint
b. longitudinal joint
c. circular joint
d. circumferential joint
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7. Staples in ASJ should be _____.
a. placed on 4" centers
b. applied diagonally
c. at least 4" from lap seals
d. inward-clinching

8. Which of the following statements about trimming insulation is true?
a. Trimming insulation reduces its effectiveness.
b. Insulation is applied to a pipe first, then to an elbow or tee.
c. A vapor retarder should be applied under the insulation where it fits against fittings.
d. Insulation should be removed in layers until you have achieved a snug fit.

9. Rigid inserts are used _____.
a. only on cold applications
b. to prevent insulation from being compressed
c. to provide structural support for the pipe
d. to keep pipe away from the ceiling

10. The remainder of a cut section of insulation should be _____.
a. discarded to prevent a poor fit elsewhere in the system
b. recycled to prevent waste
c. applied to another straight section of pipe later in the installation
d. applied with all other cut sections in a row


